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Vision-Based Autonomous Path Following Using a
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Abstract—Autonomous vehicles differ from many other au-
tonomous systems in the sense that these vehicles have to share
the environment with humans (e.g., pedestrians, cyclists, and other
drivers in traffic). This requirement poses a challenging perception
and planning problem. Our research focuses on the problem of a
vehicle sharing the environment with a human passenger/driver
and, specifically, of designing a controller that captures the nat-
ural tendencies of the human driver so as to guarantee that the
resulting control action is comparable to that of the human. In
this paper, we propose to use a human driver control model into
the autonomous vehicle control framework, which has previously
been shown to predict short-term driver actions, and we develop
an approach that reliably and accurately estimates input-feature
values from driver-point-of-view images. After the feature-input
values have been estimated, the human driver control model com-
putes the corresponding steering-wheel angle. We, thus, provide
more structure to the overall processing pipeline, compared to
the recent end-to-end approaches. The proposed approach is vali-
dated using numerical simulations with synthetic images. The re-
sults validate the importance of combining traditional structured
(e.g., transfer function) models with parsimonious neural-network
representations.

Index Terms—Intelligent vehicles, autonomous vehicles, Bayes
methods, vehicle driving.

I. INTRODUCTION

AUTONOMOUS driving has been actively investigated in
the literature to improve road safety [1]–[3]. The current

control framework of autonomous vehicles assumes that a driv-
ing strategy is feasible and thus the vehicle can execute this
strategy. However, if the behavior of a self-driving vehicle is
significantly different from “normal” human driving, human
passengers may feel unsafe or uncomfortable. This situation
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Fig. 1. Comparison of self-driving vehicle control approaches.

is especially relevant when a self-driving vehicle does not be-
have similarly to the way a human driver would respond in a
similar situation. One way to solve this problem is to design a
controller that captures the natural tendencies of human drivers
and guarantees that the resulting control action is comparable
to that of a human driver. To this end, we propose to use a
human-driver-control model within the control loop. This model
captures the part of steering command generation from certain
feature points in the image. Several psychological studies have
shown that these features are used extensively by human sub-
jects while driving. Using this model we are therefore able to
predict human driver behavior based on the observed scene and
use this information to design controllers that take that behavior
into consideration. Ideally, for a purely autonomous vehicle the
controller will try to “mimic” the normal driving behavior of
the human driver, thus leading to a more safe, predictable, and
comfortable ride.

A. Related Research

According to [4], autonomous driving systems can be cate-
gorized into three groups: mediated perception (MP), behavior
reflex (BR), and direct perception (DP), as illustrated in Fig. 1.

1) Mediated Perception: In the MP approach, the system first
recognizes relevant objects using its sensors and constructs a
world representation of the environment including other ve-
hicles [5], traffic lights [6], and road segments [7]. Based on
this world representation, steering and acceleration commands
are then computed. As the authors of [4] pointed out, because
only a small amount of the detected objects affect the resulting
control actions, and since the precise reconstruction of the
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environment using sensor detection is still challenging [8], the
MP approaches may lead to unnecessarily complex and costly
systems. In addition, MP approaches do not guarantee, in gen-
eral, that the resulting control actions will be similar to human
driving, and, as a result, human passengers may feel unsafe
and/or uncomfortable.

2) Behavior Reflex: The BR approach utilizes artificial neu-
ral networks trained to directly map sensor inputs to control
actions. This end-to-end learning has attracted a lot of atten-
tion since the 80’s [9], [10]. LeCun et al. [11] demonstrated
the ability of an end-to-end approach to avoid obstacles while
driving. Recently, Bojarski et al. [12] revisited this idea using a
deep convolutional neural network (CNN). Because the ground
truth of the control actions is typically provided from actual hu-
man driving, BR approaches try to imitate human driving (see
e.g., [13]–[15]).

While BR approaches are elegant and attractive, the problem
of mapping from a driver-view image to a steering-wheel angle
is ill-posed owing to the variability in human-driver decision-
making [4]. In addition, developing a controller in an end-to-
end fashion lacks the interpretability of the intended rationale
behind the applied control actions. This interpretability issue is
a common problem with deep neural networks (DNNs) and is
currently an active area of research [16], [17].

3) Direct Perception: The DP approach has recently been
developed to overcome the drawbacks of the MP and BR ap-
proaches. In the DP approach, the system first maps the input
images to a feature-value vector, or affordance, which then be-
comes the input to the controller [18], [19]. Chen et al. [4] pro-
posed to train a CNN to map a driver-view image to several
feature values of a traffic situation such as the yaw angle, the po-
sition, and the relative distance to other vehicles. Such estimates
of feature values have been actively investigated. For instance,
Hadsell et al. [20] developed a terrain classifier that estimates the
traversability of the road surface from input images. Wulfmeier
et al. [21] constructed the cost map of the surrounding environ-
ment from LIDAR point clouds.

Our proposed method also falls into the DP category, as we
exploit input features for a visual driver control model, which
then processes these features to compute the corresponding
steering wheel angle. Human-driver control models have
been actively researched since 1930’s [22], with the aim of
understanding human intentions while driving [23], predict-
ing human-driver-control inputs [24], and reducing driving
work-load [25]. See [26] for a recent overview. One such
driver control model that has received attention recently is the
two-point visual driver control model (TPVDCM) [27]–[29].
Several simulation and experimented studies have shown that
the path-following behavior of the TPVDCM correlates with
actual human driving commands. Because its inputs, namely,
the view-ahead angles, are derived from observing actual
human driving [30], TPVDCM keeps the interpretability of its
output. The model is based on transfer functions, which have
been well studied by control engineers. By incorporating such a
control-theoretic and interpretable driver-control model within
the control framework, we utilize the legacy of the human-driver
control-modeling research, and, partially at least, remedy the
interpretability issue of previous BR approaches.

Fig. 2. Two-point visual driver control model.

B. Two-Point Visual Driver Control Model

This work uses the TPVDCM, originally developed in [27], to
explicitly model human steering behavior. Although the struc-
ture of the model is quite simple, the behavior of the model aligns
well with actual human driving behavior. Later, human senso-
rimotor activity was incorporated into the model [28]. Based
on this model, an advanced driver assist system (ADAS) was
developed in [25]. Recently, the authors in [29] used a model
predictive controller in the anticipatory control channel of the
sensorimotor TPVDCM to better model the high-level cognitive
tasks of human drivers.

Figure 2(a) illustrates the basic idea and the typical geometric
definition of the two view-ahead points used in the TPVDCM.
The plus symbol represents the far view-ahead point, and the
dot symbol represents the near view-ahead point. The TPVDCM
framework is shown in Fig. 2(b). The “perception” subsystem
computes the view-ahead angles θfar and θnear based on the rel-
ative road geometry with respect to the vehicle pose (see Figs. 4
and 5). The angle θfar is the angle between the vehicle longitu-
dinal axis and a far view-ahead point, which, while cornering, is
placed at the road inner edge and at the road center at a certain
distance ahead of the vehicle while driving straight. The angle
θnear is the angle between the vehicle longitudinal axis and a
near view-ahead point, placed at a short distance ahead of the
vehicle. The angle θfar informs of the upcoming road trajec-
tory and helps compensate the control action to cope with this
trajectory change, while the angle θnear maintains the current
vehicle position close to the road centerline. After the values of
θfar and θnear are obtained, the “driver” subsystem computes the
steering-wheel angle δs, the input to the “vehicle” subsystem,
which outputs the vehicle position (x, y).

C. Proposed Framework

In order to use the TPVDCM model to steer the vehicle, we
need to estimate suitable input-feature values from driver-point-
of-view images taken from a front-facing camera. Since the an-
gles θfar and θnear are defined from the relative road geometry
with respect to the current vehicle pose, it is not straightfor-
ward to compute θfar and θnear directly from the driver-point
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Fig. 3. Proposed approach.

-of-view image. Therefore, when using a TPVDCM, we gen-
erally assume some prior knowledge about the road geome-
try and the vehicle position [25]. This assumption has made
human-driver-visual-control models impractical for many ac-
tual vehicle-control tasks.

Recently, CNNs [31] have been used extensively in generating
steering commands from images while driving, using a so-called
“end-to-end” approach [9], [10]. CNNs have succeeded in many
challenging pattern recognition tasks [5], [32]. While CNNs are
powerful tools and can be applied on a wide range of image-
recognition problems, they need a large amount of training data,
and it is difficult to know a priori how much or what kind of data
is enough to train a CNN for autonomous driving tasks.

In order to reliably and accurately estimate the input-feature
values from driver-point-of-view images, in this work we pro-
pose a new architecture, which is inspired from aircraft auto-
pilot systems, that make their output more reliable by adding
redundancy, i.e., by using multiple and separate ways to compute
the control commands [33]. Specifically, in addition to a CNN,
we propose to use a traditional image-processing approach and
probabilistically combine the two estimates of θfar and θnear us-
ing a dynamic Bayesian network (DBN) [34]. Although several
researchers have attempted to combine physics-based models
and machine-learning approaches [19], [35], our approach is
different from these works in the sense that while these works
use CNNs to compute affordances and use physics-based mod-
els for control, here we use both CNNs and physics-based mod-
els to compute affordances. Our approach is more similar to
the work of Peters and Itti [36], who proposed to combine
the learning-based (top-down) and the saliency-model-based
(bottom-up) predictions to estimate the eye positions of a hu-
man subject while playing a driving video game. The top-down
prediction is based on a machine-learning method and requires
training data to tune its parameters, while the bottom-up model
uses a pre-defined saliency-map. In our proposed approach, the
CNN corresponds to the “top-down” prediction, and the clas-
sical image-processing method corresponds to the “bottom-up”
approach.

Figure 3 illustrates the proposed approach. We first use a
perspective transformation and generate a top-down view of
the road from the image taken using a front-looking camera.
This approach has been utilized in automobile applications
such as road-surface-traffic-sign recognition [37]. Based on the
generated top-down view, the values of θfar and θnear are
estimated We denote the estimate of these two angles using the
top-down-view geometry as ZT .

In order to add reliability to the estimation of the view-ahead
angles, at the same time we process the driver-point-of-view
image using a CNN. Let the output of the CNN be denoted as
ZD. We then probabilistically combine the estimates ZT and
ZD using a DBN, allowing the use of time-dependent variables.
A number of researchers [23], [38]–[41] have utilized DBNs and
hidden Markov models (HMMs) to model/predict the behavior
of human drivers.

D. Contribution

The contribution of this work lies in the incorporation of a
human-driver control model into the image-based autonomous
vehicle control framework. By doing so, we aim at achieving
autonomous path-following behavior similar to human driving.
While in our previous work [42] we tried to predict human driver
control actions using data-driven human driver lateral control
models, in this work we are primarily interested in controlling
the vehicle. To this end, we develop a method to reliably and
accurately estimate the input-feature view-ahead angle values.
Since view-ahead angles are not defined in the driver-point-of-
view images, we use a DBN to probabilistically combine and
augment the estimate from driver-point-of-view images using
top-down-view images. In the proposed framework, both these
two approaches can be regarded as “virtual” sensors that output
the measurements of certain variables. Combining multiple sen-
sor information has been extensively investigated using Kalman
filters [43], unscented filters [44], and particle filters [45], all of
which are special cases of DBNs. To our knowledge, this work
is the first attempt to formally incorporate the outputs of CNNs
into a sensor-fusion framework.

II. DETAILS OF PROPOSED APPROACH

This section details the key components of the proposed ap-
proach. The key innovation is to incorporate the TPVDCM [27]
in the control and perception processing pipeline. While recent
TPVDCMs [28], [29] use the steering-wheel torque as the out-
put, the original TPVDCM [27] outputs the steering wheel angle.
In order to directly compare the behavior and performance of the
proposed approach with an end-to-end approach in Section III,
this work uses the original model. As illustrated in Fig. 3, in
order to materialize the proposed methodology, we need to es-
timate: a) the view-ahead angles from driver-view images; and
b) the parameters of the driver control model. The proposed ap-
proach combines the feature extraction step (from driver-view
images to θfar and θnear) with the control input estimation step
(from θfar and θnear to δs), allowing for a better understanding
of the rationale behind the control actions of the vehicle.

A. View-Ahead Angle Estimation

We first introduce an algorithm to estimate θnear and θfar from
the driver-point-of-view images. There are two distinct pipelines
as shown in Fig. 3. One is based on the driver-point-of-view
images, and the other one processes the top-down-view images.

1) Driver-View Pipeline: We directly process the driver-view
image using a CNN and estimate the view angles. Although
view-ahead angles are not defined in the driver-view image, by
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Fig. 4. Illustration of θfar and θnear when the road is curved.

giving the ground truth of the view-ahead angles, we train the
CNN in a supervised-learning framework and estimate the val-
ues of the view-ahead angles ZD. While deep learning-based
approaches have exhibited superior performance than classical
image-processing methods over the past few years [46],ZD may
overfit to the training data set. To remedy this problem and in
order to accurately and reliably estimate the view-ahead-angle
values, we utilize a DBN that probabilistically combines ZT

and ZD. This additional processing step enables us to consider
the time evolution of the view-ahead angles. We expect that this
process will contribute to mitigating the overfitting of the CNN-
based estimation and augment the classical image-processing-
based estimation.

2) Top-Down-View Pipeline: We also process the recon-
structed top-down view images. As the definition of the angles
θfar and θnear are given in the relative road geometry with respect
to the vehicle pose, this top-down view image pipeline is more
straightforward than the driver-view pipeline. We use a classical
image processing approach to find the values θfar and θnear, con-
sisting of two steps. The first step deals with the road-geometry
detection to estimate the centerline of the road. The second step
recognizes (depending on the road geometry) whether the road
is part of a circle or a straight line. Once the road centerline is
identified, and in order to detect the road radius, we perform a
least-squares regression to a circle or a straight line.

B. Visual Angle Identification

Once the road geometry is identified, we compute the values
of θnear and θfar. In [25], the values of the view-ahead angles
are not directly measured nor estimated, but derived from the
road kinematics. This approach is subject to various errors such
as modeling errors in vehicle dynamics. Therefore in this work,
after we obtain the relative road geometry, we derive the values
of θnear and θfar using a geometric approach as follows.

Referring to Fig. 4 for the computation of θfar, we first assume
that the coordinate of the road curve center is (xc, yc), the road
inner-edge curve radius is rin, and the distance from the vehicle
center of mass to the road center is d. We may represent the

Fig. 5. Illustration of θfar and θnear when the road is straight.

coordinates of the far view-ahead point as

xf = xc + rin cosψ = xv −
√
d2 − r2insinθfar,

yf = yc + rin sinψ = yv +
√
d2 − r2in cos θfar,

where (xv, yv) is the vehicle coordinate, and ψ is the angle of
the far view ahead point with respect to the road center. Note
that the y axis of the top-down view image is always aligned
with the vehicle longitudinal axis. Thus, θfar = ψ. Therefore,

θfar = tan−1

(√
d2 − r2in(xc − xv) + (yc − yv)rin

rin(xc − xv)− (yc − yv)
√
d2 − r2in

)
.

Figure 4 also illustrates the geometry to calculate θnear.
Here, (xn, yn) is the coordinate of the near view ahead point.
Since xn = xv, yn = yv + �s, and letting rcv = [xv − xc, yv −
yc]

� and rcn = [xn − xc, yn − yc]
�, α = cos−1((rcv · rcn)/

‖rcv‖‖rcn‖). Thus,

�̃s =
√
R2 + ‖rcv‖2 − 2R‖rcv‖ cosα.

Finally, we compute θnear as

θnear = cos−1
(
(�2s + �̃2s −Δy2)/(2�s�̃s)

)
,

where Δy = ‖rcn‖ −R.
When the road geometry is a straight line as in Fig. 5, the near

view point (xn, yn) and the far view point (xf , yf ) are at a fixed
distance �s and Ls ahead of the vehicle, respectively, and we
simply compute θnear and θfar from

θnear = tan−1

(
yn − yv
xn − xv

)
, θfar = tan−1

(
yf − yv
xf − xv

)
.

The view-ahead angles are related to the so-called vanishing
points. Methods to detect the vanishing points may be applicable
to the estimation of the view-ahead angles. We refer the reader
to [47], [48].
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Fig. 6. The structure of the proposed DBN.

C. Driver-View-Image-Based Pipeline

Besides processing the top-down-view images, as outlined in
Section II-B, we also use a CNN to directly process the driver-
point-of-view images. The benefit of using a CNN is that we do
not have to deal with the geometry of the driver-view images
or their underlying kinematics. However, we need a large and
diverse amount of training data to achieve good performance.
Since our main research focus is not the development of a new
CNN structure but rather augmenting the estimates using a sep-
arately and independently designed approach, we borrow the
network proposed in [12] and train two networks separately,
one for θnear and θfar.

D. Dynamic Bayesian Network

Classical image-processing-based approaches do not need a
lot of data to find good parameters. Nonetheless, as shown in
other pattern recognition tasks [46] such approaches may per-
form worse than CNN-based approaches, which, however, have
interpretability issues and require a large and diverse amount
of data to train. In order to achieve both accurate and reliable
predictions of θfar and θnear, in this work we propose to utilize
a DBN to probabilistically combine the two estimates.

As illustrated in Fig. 6, the proposed DBN has a latent vari-
able θ... ∈ {θnear, θfar}, along with the top-down-view-based
observations ZT , and the driver-view-based observations ZD.
Based on the structure of the network we probabilistically com-
pute the latent variable at time step tk given the observations,
Z1:k
T and Z1:k

D
* using Bayes rule and conditional independence

conditions between the observations and θ···. Specifically, in the
proposed network structure, the following conditional indepen-
dence conditions hold

{
Zk
T , Z

k
D

} ⊥⊥ {
Z1:k−1
T , Z1:k−1

D

} |θk···, (1)

Zk
T ⊥⊥ Zk

D|θk···, (2)

θk··· ⊥⊥
{
Zk−1
T , Zk−1

D

} |θk−1
... . (3)

These conditions and the Bayes rule lead to the following ex-
pression for the conditional probability for θnear and θfar given
the estimates

P (θk···|Z1:k
T , Z1:k

D ) = P (Zk
T |θk···)P (Zk

D|θk···)×

×
∫
P (θk···|θk−1

··· )P (θk−1
··· |Z1:k−1

T , Z1:k−1
D )dθk−1

··· . (4)

*Z1:k
... = [Z1

..., . . . , Z
k
...]

Note that, in order to simplify the notation we used superscripts
to represent the time step, e.g., θk··· = θ···(tk).

E. Steering Angle Reproduction

In this section we introduce a method to identify the
TPVDCM parameters. Parameter identification techniques for
linear dynamical systems are well understood. For the case of
the sensorimotor TPVDCM, the prediction error method [28]
and nonlinear Kalman filters [49], [50] can estimate the model
parameters. Here we use the original TPVDCM [27], expressed
as a proportional-integral controller as follows

δs(t) = kfθfar(t) + knθnear(t) + kI

∫ t

t0

θnear(s) ds, (5)

where kf , kn, and kI are the control gains to be identified. In or-
der to identify the parameters, we first approximate the integral
term as

∫ t

t0
θnear(s)ds �

∑t
s=t0

θnear(s)Δt, and then use least-
squares to find the parameters from a series of measurements.

Remark 1: The original model in [27] outputs the steering
angle, which is the result of the interaction between the human
driver and the steering-wheel dynamics. Thus, and in order to
be more precise, this should have been denoted as a “driver &
steering-wheel” system. However we call this as the “driver”
model in order to simplify the terminology.

III. NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS

In Section II, we introduced an algorithm to estimate θnear
and θfar using driver-view and top-down-view images. In this
section, we verify the proposed algorithm via numerical simu-
lations. To this end, we developed a vehicle simulator using the
Unity3D software [51]. In our simulation environment, instead
of using perspective transformations, we place a camera directly
above the vehicle to obtain the top-down view as we do not have
access to the camera parameters. We implemented CNNs using
TensorFlow [52] and used MATLAB Image Processing Toolbox
to process the top-down view images.

In general, and due to the variation in human-driver decision
making, the end-to-end approach from a driver-view image to
a steering-wheel angle is ill-posed [4]. However, in our simula-
tions we restricted the task to just road-center following. Thus,
the mapping from a driver-view image to a steering-wheel angle
is not ill-posed. Determining the path to follow (e.g., obstacle
avoidance) is the task of a higher level path planner and is out-
side the scope of this work. Before discussing the results, we
briefly explain each subsystem shown in Fig. 2 for this setup.

A. Road Geometry

We use two road courses to check the performance of the
proposed approach. One is the Ferst Drive at the Georgia Tech
campus, and the other one is a CarSim pre-installed road circuit
(Fig. 7). We use the Ferst Drive road course for training and
parameter tuning and the CarSim pre-installed road course for
testing. The length of the training and the test road courses is
3.23 km and 2.24 km, respectively.
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Fig. 7. (a) and (b): Road circuits. In both scenarios, the vehicle starts from
(0, 0) and heads toward the (−1, 0) direction. (c) and (d): A sample of the driver
and top-down view images.

Fig. 8. The process of detecting the view-ahead angles from the top-down
view image Fig. 7(d).

B. Perception

The perception subsystem outputs the view-ahead angles θfar
and θnear based on the road geometry and the vehicle position.
Next, we describe the top-down-view-based road geometry de-
tection method and the DBN used in this work.

1) Top-Down-View-Based Road Geometry Detection: In or-
der to identify the road geometry, we detect the road centerline
from a top-down view image. To this end, we conduct the fol-
lowing steps: a) road region detection; b) morphological opera-
tion; and c) density-based clustering. Figure 8 illustrates how we
process the image shown in Fig. 7(d). In the first step, we con-
vert the original RGB image to hue, saturation, and value (HSV)
coordinates. Then, we create a binary road mask image RM,
the pixel of which is 1 if the pixel is in the road region and 0
otherwise. Since the road regions have lower saturation values
than the other regions in the top-down-view images, we sim-
ply set a threshold εS and assume that the pixel (i, j) is in the
road region, i.e., if Sat(i, j) < εS , RM(i, j) = 1, otherwise,
RM(i, j) = 0, where Sat(i, j) ∈ [0, 1] is the saturation value
of the original top-down view at (i, j) (Fig. 8(a)).

In the second step, we dilate and erodeRM to eliminate noise.
Dilation eliminates small false-detected road regions, eroding
regenerates large-enough true road regions. We perform this op-
eration using the disk-shaped morphological structuring element
with radius 10 pixels. In addition, we perform another morpho-
logical operation to convert the detected road region to a line
(see Fig. 8(b)).

As a last step, we use DBSCAN [53] to further eliminate any
falsely-detected road regions. The cluster which is closest to the
vehicle’s coordinate represents the observed road-center-line-
points (xo, yo). The detected points are then processed to find
the best-fit circle or straight line (Fig. 8(c)).

2) Discrete Dynamic Bayesian Network: We use a discrete
DBN with discretization interval 0.1 deg, because it is simple
and does not need a Gaussian noise assumption. The resulting
DBN is an HMM with multiple measurements. Since the la-
tent variables (θfar and θnear) are discrete and the ground-truth
is available in our simulation environment, the training of the
DBN consists of just counting the state transitions and measure-
ment emissions and add them to matrices, which represent prior
distributions. In order to reduce overfitting to the training data,
we also applied a Gaussian filter with size 3 × 3 to the emission
matrix of the CNN observations.

C. Driver

Based on the values of θfar and θnear, the driver subsystem
computes the corresponding steering wheel angle δs. In order to
control the vehicle, we employ Eq. (5). The output of the model
is the steering-wheel angle δs = δ/gs, where δ is the front-wheel
angle and gs is the gear ratio. We set the distance to the far and
near view ahead points asLs = 15 m and �s = 5 m, respectively.
The TPVDCM drives around the road shown in Fig. 7 at 10 m/s
(36 kph). The speed setup was chosen based on the curvature of
the corners of the road geometry.

Remark 2: Since we use simulation data, we did not have to
estimate the values of Ls and �s. In the case of human-driving
data, due to the definition of the view-ahead points [27], [30],
we can estimate the values of Ls and �s by observing the gaze
position of the human driver [36].

D. Vehicle

The vehicle subsystem updates the vehicle position based on
the steering wheel angle δs from the driver subsystem. The ve-
hicle model is the linearized single-track model given below.

β̇ = −Cr + Cf

mVx
β +

(
−1 +

�RCr − �FCf

mV 2
x

)
r +

Cf

mVx
δ,

ṙ =
�RCr − �FCf

Iz
β +

(
−�

2
RCr + �2FCf

IzVx

)
r +

�FCf

Iz
δ,

φ̇ = r,

where β is the vehicle side-slip angle, r is the vehicle yaw rate, φ
is the vehicle yaw angle, Vx(= V cosβ) is the longitudinal com-
ponent of the velocity of the vehicle center of mass in the vehicle
frame, m is the vehicle mass, and Iz is the vehicle moment of
inertia with respect to the mass center of the vehicle. Further-
more, �F and �R are the distances of the front and rear axles
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Fig. 9. The results of θnear estimations.

TABLE I
RMSE OF θnear (LEFT) AND θfar (RIGHT), DEG

from the center of mass, respectively. In addition, Cf and Cr

are the cornering stiffnesses of the front and rear tires, which we
assume constant. Finally, the vehicle position is updated based
on ẋ = V cos(β + ψ) and ẏ = V sin(β + ψ).

E. Results of View-Ahead Angle Estimation

We collected 4,500 images for the training data set and 4,000
images for the test data set. Figures 9 and 10 show the results of
the θnear and θfar estimates. The labels indicate the following: 1)
Combined: proposed method; 2) GEO: the geometry-based, top-
down-view approach,ZT ; 3) CNN: the CNN-based, driver-view
approach, ZD; 4) Ground Truth: the ground truth of the signal.
Table I summarizes the root-mean-squared error (RMSE1) of

1RMSE(θ̂···, θ···) =
√

1/Nθ

∑Nθ

k=1
(θ̂···(k)− θ···(k))2, where θ̂... is the

estimation, θ... is the ground truth, and Nθ is the number of observations.

Fig. 10. The results of θfar estimations.

TABLE II
RMSE OF θnear, DEG

TABLE III
RMSE OF θfar, DEG

each estimation algorithm. As shown in Table I, by probabilis-
tically fusing the observations, the proposed approach exhibits
less RMSE than both GEO and CNN.

We also inspected the sensitivity of these approaches to the
vehicle speed. Tables II and III summarize the results. The left
subtable lists the RMSE when the vehicle speed is set to 8 m/s
(28.8 kph) for the training data set and 10 m/s (36 kph) for the test
data set. The right subtable lists the RMSE for the case when
the vehicle speed is set to 12 m/s (43.2 kph) for the training
data set and 10 m/s for the test data set. The proposed approach
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Fig. 11. The result of steering angle reproduction.

TABLE IV
RMSE OF STEERING WHEEL ANGLE, DEG

still shows less RMSE than the GEO and CNN thanks to the
probabilistic augmentation of the estimation from the DBN.

F. Results of Steering-Angle Reproduction

This subsection discusses the results of steering angle re-
production. We compared the performance with an end-to-end
learning-based approach, the network structure of which is bor-
rowed from [12].

Figure 11 illustrates the results for training and test data sets.2

In this figure ‘GT’ represents the ground truth and ‘HDM’ rep-
resents the output of the human driver model (with kf = 3.6,
kn = 4.7, and kI = 0.8) given the estimated values of θnear and
θfar in Section III-E. Furthermore, ‘CNN’ is the output of the
CNN, the structure of which is the same as [12] and is trained
to estimate the steering-wheel angle using the same data in
Section III-E.

As shown in Table IV, with the training data set, the CNN-
based end-to-end approach exhibited less RMSE than the
proposed approach, while with the test data set, the CNN-based

2Videos are available for the Ferst Drive: https://youtu.be/f2ed44ThDeo and
the CarSim course: https://youtu.be/mkJQsViB4yw

TABLE V
RMSE OF STEERING WHEEL ANGLE, DEG

approach exhibited greater RMSE. In contrast, the proposed
approach exhibited sound performance with both the training
and test data sets. This tendency is also observed when we check
the sensitivity to speed listed in Table V. These results imply
that by incorporating a model of the internal driver control
processing pipeline, we achieve a more reliable system. By
combining the outputs of the CNN and of the image-processing
module using a DBN, we have successfully demonstrated an
autonomous vehicle controller that is reliable and keeps the
interpretability of the outputs.

Remark 3: It may also be possible to generate driver control
actions using a recurrent neural network (RNNs), such as a long-
short-term memory (LSTM) network to estimate the view-ahead
angles.3 However, RNNs still have an interpretability issue, and
thus, this work did not further explore the use of recurrent neural
networks.

G. Additional Simulation With Adversarial Noise

In this section, we clarify the benefit of adding redundancy
for estimating the view-ahead angles via DBN with multiple
estimates. Since we do not have access to real-world images
with ground truth of the view-ahead angle values, we use syn-
thetic image data with adversarial noise [54], which is designed
to make machine-learning algorithms misclassify. Image inputs
with well-designed adversarial noise do not affect how humans
recognize them, but affect the outputs of the machine learning
algorithms. In some sense, this setting is more severe than the
one using the real-world images, the noise of which is just ran-
dom. We use the Fast Gradient Sign Method (FGSM) [55] with
a different network structure than the one we used in the exper-
iments above, assuming adversaries do not know the network
structure [56]. In order to implement input driver-view images
with adversarial noise, we used TensorFlow [52] and Clever-
hans [57]. Figure 12 illustrates an example of adversarial noise
to make the CNN misclassify θnear. After the noise is added, the
road is still recognizable to a human observer. Table VI shows
the RMSE of the estimates with the CarSim road circuit data. By
adding adversarial noise, the performance of the CNN got sig-
nificantly worse (from 0.96 to 2.13). By compensating the CNN
error with the GEO estimation using DBN, the performance
degradation of the combined estimation is mitigated (1.22 com-
pared to 2.13).

H. Future Real-World Implementation and Extensions

In this section we have validated the proposed algorithm us-
ing synthetic images. Before we are ready to apply the proposed
approach to actual autonomous vehicles, it is imperative to also

3We thank an anonymous reviewer for this observation.
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Fig. 12. Example driver-view images.

TABLE VI
RMSE OF θnear UNDER ADVERSARIAL NOISE, DEG

validate it using data obtained from human drivers, as part of of
our future work. The numerical results of this section show, how-
ever, that the idea of probabilistically combining the feature es-
timates is promising. Furthermore, as demonstrated previously
in [36], this framework can accommodate other sophisticated
methods that can deal with increased levels of noise and diverse
illumination conditions. Finally, it is straightforward to increase
the number of observations using the proposed approach. For
instance, one can add another CNN that has a different structure
or is trained using a different data set.

IV. SUMMARY

This paper proposed a new framework to control an au-
tonomous vehicle by incorporating a human driver control model
with the aim of achieving path-following behavior similar to
that of a human driver. The driver model uses as input-features
the values of two angles obtained from the driver-point-of-
view images. To estimate these angles we used a DBN that
probabilistically combined the outputs of driver-view image
-based and top-down-view image-based approaches. The pro-
posed method explicitly and separately solved the feature-
extraction and the control-output-estimation problems, allowing
to interpret the rationale behind the generated control actions.
Using numerical simulations and high-fidelity synthetic image
data, we have shown that the proposed approach leads to accu-
rate and stable performance for a variety of driving scenarios.

Future work will investigate the on-line control performance of
the proposed method using more realistic test environments.
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